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This issue features articles by Anthony Davies, Paul Helliwell, Howard Slater, and Peter Suchin, and a special section on
climate change and capital with texts by Will Barnes, James Woudhuysen, Tim Forsyth and Zoe Young, Kate Rich,
George Caffentzis, Anthony Iles, Chris Wright, and Samantha Alvarez.
View the portfolio of New York and Korea based Graphic Designer Sooim Heo. This is her exclusive interactive portfolio
showing design works done during her junior and senior year in the School of Visual Arts (SVA). http://sooimheo.com
Facture presents the latest conservation research on masterpieces from the National Gallery of Art, Washington,
spanning the early Renaissance through the present and encompassing a range of media. Volume 2 examines great art
of two very different eras--the Italian Renaissance and the 20th century--and puts in new contexts works such as Giotto's
Madonna and Child, bronze sculptures by Auguste Rodin, watercolors by John Marin, early paintings by Andy Warhol,
and Mark Rothko's multiforms, which mark the birth of his abstraction. Seven essays are illustrated with outstandingly
detailed photography and share a common approach. They each begin with meticulous material and analytical study of
the work and then place the findings in a broader historical context, providing new perspectives on well-known works. A
fascinating contribution to interdisciplinary scholarship on art, this publication extends a tradition of fostering dialogue
among art historians, scientists, and conservators in the international community.
Since it first appeared in 1968, History of Modern Art has emphasized the unique formal properties of artworks, and the
book has long been recognized for the acuity of its visual analysis.
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed book. There are puzzles to complete, simple mathematics,
find objects, alphabets and more . A great way for kids to learn while having fun.
For survey courses in Art History Welcoming, inclusive, engaging, and global Art History brings the history of art to life for
a new generation of students. It is global in scope, inclusive in its coverage, and warm and welcoming in tone. The
guiding vision of Art History is that the teaching of art history survey courses should be filled with equal delight,
enjoyment, and serious learning, while fostering an enthusiastic and educated public for the visual arts. The Sixth Edition
has been revised to reflect new discoveries, recent research, and fresh interpretive perspectives, as well as to address
the changing needs of both students and educators. Art History, Sixth Edition is also available via Revel(tm), an
interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience.
The first comprehensive overview of an important genre of American art, Souls Grown Deep explores the visual-arts
genius of the black South. This first work in a multivolume study introduces 40 African-American self-taught artists, who,
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without significant formal training, often employ the most unpretentious and unlikely materials. Like blues and jazz artists,
they create powerful statements amplifying the call for freedom and vision.
W.J.T. Mitchell – one of the founders of visual studies – has been at the forefront of many disciplines such as iconology, art history and media
studies. His concept of the pictorial turn is known worldwide for having set new philosophical paradigms in dealing with our vernacular visual
world. This book will help both students and seasoned scholars to understand key terms in visual studies – pictorial turn, metapictures,
literary iconology, image/text, biopictures or living pictures, among many others – while systematically presenting the work of Mitchell as one
of the discipline's founders and most prominent figures. As a special feature, the book includes three comprehensive, authoritative and
theoretically relevant interviews with Mitchell that focus on different stages of development of visual studies and critical iconology.
A comprehensive history of world art reveals how art reflects and participates in the artists' view of the world in which they live, from the
prehistoric world through the twenty-first century.
For children of all ages “Story Time” is an adventure. Stories, both real and imaginary, help us to learn more about our world and the people
around us. As we hear or read stories we have the ability to become a part of those stories. But do we think of story time as having a place in
great art?This is a picture book of children's stories and story time. In these pages you will find artwork from various fairy tales and stories, as
well as paintings depicting children enjoying those stories.
A new edition--now in two volumes--of the largest and most comprehensive textbook about Italian Renaissance art. Now in its second edition,
Italian Renaissance Art presents an updated and even more accessible history. The book has been split into two volumes: the first, covering
the period 1300 to 1510; the second, 1490 to 1600. The volumes retain the same innovative decade-by-decade structure as the first edition,
and a number of chapters have been revised by the authors to reflect the latest scholarship. The coverage of the Trecento has been
expanded, and a new appendix section explains all the key Renaissance art-making techniques, with illustrations and step-by-steps for such
processes as lost-wax casting. This book tells the story of art in the great cities of Rome, Florence, and Venice while profiling a range of other
centers throughout Italy--including in this edition art from Naples, Padua, and Palermo.
Ten years after the first volume, this book highlights the important contribution Raman spectroscopy makes as a non-destructive method for
characterising the chemical composition of objects with archaeological and historical importance. The original book was ground-breaking in
its concept, but the past ten years have seen some advancement into new areas, consolidation of some of the older ones and novel
applications involving portable instrumentation, on site in museums and in the field. This new volume maintains the topic at the cutting edge,
the Editors have approached prominent contributors to provide case-studies sorted into themes. Starting with a Foreword from the British
Museum Director of Scientific Research and an Introduction from the Editors, which offer general background information and theoretical
context, the contributions then provide global perspectives on this powerful analytical tool. Aimed at scientists involved in conservation,
conservators and curators who want to better understand their collections at a material level and researchers of cultural heritage.
Marilyn Stokstad's landmark survey has been thoroughly revised and updated with heavily reworked sections on Renaissance, Baroque and
Modern art as well as a completely new design and larger and more numerous illustrations.
Art HistoryPrentice Hall
Asian Art is the first comprehensive anthology of important primary documents and key contemporary scholarship on
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Asian art history. Traces the rich artistic traditions in China, Japan, Korea, India, and Southeast Asia across time periods,
media, cultural contexts, and geography - from the terracotta armies of the First Emperor of Qin to late 20th-century
installation art Covers both imperially commissioned works and popular, vernacular art Includes an accessible
introduction which provides suggestions of thematic connections across the vast array of visual culture and historical time
covered Captures the diversity and depth of Asian art through primary documents - from inscriptions and imperial
decrees to writings by artists and travellers - and through examples of the very best scholarship in the field Features
introductory material for each extract, an easy-to-navigate chronological structure, and has been extensively tested by
the editors and their colleagues in classrooms.
The 13TH ENHANCED EDITION of GARDNER'S ART THROUGH THE AGES: A GLOBAL HISTORY takes this brilliant
bestseller to new heights in addressing the challenges of today's classroom. Over 100 additional new images are
integrated into Volume I, and appear online as full size digital images with discussions written by the author. These bonus
images are complemented by groundbreaking media support for students including video study tools and a robust eBook.
Drawing comes with several benefits. One of these is the development of fine motor skills that will aid in the completion of
tasks involving object manipulation by hand. As your child draws, he/she begins to express what he/she imagines.
Objects are given careful details so features are learned. This way, you can understand what your child creates. How are
your child's drawing skills now?
In 1907 and again in 1908 Adolf Hitler applied for entry at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. He was rejected on both
occasions - a professor citing "unfitness for painting." It seems that this decision has been deemed by many historians as
not a significant event. But what if Adolf Hitler had been accepted to the prestigious Academy of Fine Arts? Prior to this
rejection, Adolf had sold some of his paintings so it would not have been unthinkable for him to have been accepted.
Some have thought that perhaps he had been rejected by Jewish professors and so began his hatred of the Jews. Again,
we have to think about what if Adolf Hitler had been accepted in the Academy of Fine Arts? Would that have change his
path and therefore changed the course of history? Would someone else have simply taken his place? "The Artist
Formerly Known as Adolf Hitler," is a novel that looks at what the world may have looked like had he chose a different
course in life. For many people, the name Adolf Hitler is the embodiment and true definition of evil. The purpose of this
book is not to venerate Adolf Hitler. This story is meant to have the reader think in a different way about Adolf Hitler. Was
Adolf Hitler predestined to be the architect of one of the most horrendous and evil events in modern history, or was it
simply a series of bad choices and decisions and eventually choosing the wrong course in life? There is evidence that in
Adolf Hitler's youth, he had many interactions with Jewish people and in some cases, quite beneficial ones. What were
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those events or interactions that shaped his opinions to become drastically different in later life? What if we had to walk a
mile in Adolf Hitler's shoes? Many find such a thought preposterous. But what if we had his formative years? What if we
had his physiology? What if we had the same path and obstacles to go down or around as he? Would we make the same
decisions? While we may judge people like Hitler, Stalin and Mao as ruthless and evil dictators, had we been born to live
their lives, would we have made different choices while in their shoes? To this point, are all human beings just subject to
their predestined fate, or do we all the unfettered opportunity to make the correct or incorrect choices that lead us down a
certain path? Another aspect of this novel looks at how the 20th century would have transpired, had Adolf Hitler chosen
another path. Is it likely World War II would have occurred? If it hadn't what would the world look like? The war was
directly responsible for the economic upturn for the United States and many countries, lifting them from the malaise of the
Great Depression. What would have become of the Soviet Union? Would we have landed a man on the moon? The war
brought about economic, political and technological changes to an extent that had never been experienced before in
history. What would this have meant for the Jewish race as well as all people all around the world? The book also looks
at what might have happened to some notable people affected directly or indirectly by Adolf Hitler had he lived his life
differently. What might have happened to the political careers of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Leibknect? What might have
happened to Ann Frank? Who was Ernst Thallman and MarIa de los Remedios Alicia Rodriga Varo y Uranga? What is
amazing to think in terms of, is that how could the decisions of one man have made such a dramatic impact on the
history and culture of the world that we live in today. "The Artist Formerly Known as Adolf Hitler" will make you rethink
history and how our behavior can impact not only the lives of our small communities, but the entire world.
James Cook, the Royal Navy and his three voyages of exploration -- The advancement of science and the increase of
knowledge : charting the Pacific and enlightenment science -- Cook's Pacific : explorations and encounter in the Pacific --
Visualizing the Pacific : art, landscape and exploration in the Pacific -- Exhibiting the Pacific : collecting, recording and
display -- 'Men of Captain Cook' : Pacific voyages 1785-1803 -- The strange afterlives of Captain Cook : representations
and commemorations -- Cook on display : the National Maritime Museum's Cook galleries and exhibitions, 1937-2000
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyArtsLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like
to purchase both the physical text and MyArtsLab, search 0134127188 / 9780134127187 Janson's History of Art: The
Western Tradition, Reissued Eighth Edition, Volume 1 plus MyArtsLab for Art History - Access Card Package, 8/e
Package consists of: * 0133910113 / 9780133910117 Janson's History of Art: The Western Tradition, Reissued Eighth
Edition, Volume 1 * 0133847896 / 9780133847895 MyArtsLab for Art History Valuepack Access Card MyArtsLab should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. For Art History Survey courses Explore the reissued Janson and
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experience the history of art Janson's History of Art: The Western Tradition, Reissued Eighth Edition presents the same
content as the text's Eighth Edition, published in 2010, now reimagined for digital learning via REVEL, and also available
through the Pearson Custom Library. While remaining current with new discoveries and scholarship, the Reissued Eighth
Edition maintains its focus on the object, its manufacture, and its visual character, and continues to consider the
contribution of the artist as a key element of analysis. Throughout, the authors engage students by weaving a compelling
narrative of how art has changed over time in the cultures that Europe has claimed as its heritage. Also available with
MyArtsLab® MyArtsLab for the Art History Survey course extends learning online, engaging students and improving
results. Media resources with assignments bring concepts to life, and offer students opportunities to practice applying
what they've learned. And Writing Space helps educators develop and assess concept mastery and critical thinking
through writing, quickly and easily. Please note: this version of MyArtsLab does not include an eText. Janson's History of
Art: The Western Tradition, Reissued Eighth Edition is also available via REVEL(tm), an immersive learning experience
designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn. For enrollments of at least 25, the Pearson Custom Library
allows you to create your own textbook by combining chapters from best-selling Pearson textbooks and by adding your
own content, such as a guide to a local art museum, a map of monuments in your area, your syllabus, or a study guide
you've created. Priced according to the number of chapters, a custom text may even save your students money.
For one/two-semester survey courses in Art History and World Art; courses in Art Appreciation and Studio or Design
courses. This text serves as a brief introduction to the history of art, reflecting new interests and issues, expanding the
topic to include
The most student-friendly, contextual, and inclusive survey is now personalized, digital, and mobile for today's students. Art History, 5/e
continues to balance formal analysis with contextual art history in order to engage a diverse student audience. Authors Marilyn Stokstad and
Michael Cothren, both scholars as well as teachers, share a common vision that survey courses should be filled with as much enjoyment as
learning, and that they should foster an enthusiastic, as well as an educated, public for the visual arts. This revision is the strongest and most
comprehensive learning program for measuring student progress and improving student success in attaining the outcomes and goals of the
art history survey course. Not only does the text address four overarching goals of the survey course, the new MyArtsLab further develops
and reinforces these outcomes and skills with market-leading learning tools such as personalized study plans for each student and
multimedia assets geared towards addressing different learning styles and abilities, such as chapter audio, student videos, Closer Looks,
architectural panoramas and much more. The end result is a complete learning program designed to increase students' success with a
personalized, digital and a highly mobile learning experience. Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching
and learning experience--for you and your students. It: Personalizes Learning with MyArtsLab: MyArtsLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructors gauge individual and class performance. Creates a Modern
Mobile Digital Experience: Make learning easy and convenient with our on-the-go eTexts and key learning applications. Pearson Custom
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eText provides instructors and students with a whole new online customizable learning experience. Includes Tools to Improve Critical
Thinking: Key Learning Outcomes encourage students to think critically about visual arts as part of the larger world. Engages Students:
Updated scholarship, MyArtsLab, and the readability of the text provide a wonderful engaging student experience. Provides Outstanding
Instructor Support: With a wealth of online resources, instructors have videos, images, and teaching support materials to create a dynamic,
engaging course. Package consists of: 0205206565 / 9780205206568 NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
0205873472 / 9780205873470 Art History ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or
rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of
being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
Art Savvy is a systematic approach to understanding art. It gives you methods to assess a design and really see what the artist was doing.
Unlike chaotic art writings, terms are clearly defined, categorized, organized and illustrated. It is designed to answer questions like: What
things will allow me to understand art? What are the basic elements? What is concept art? Can you "read" a work of abstract art? Visual
literacy is the ability to interpret, negotiate, and make meaning from information presented in art work. Art Savvy gives you this. Defining
Terms: Often art terms are not clearly defined, are used interchangeably or get mixed up with other types of analysis. For a thorough
exploration of all aspects of art, photos of great works are referenced with color keyed notations to illustrate the 5 easy pieces: 1. Design
Elements- Visual grammar, line, shape, form, mass etc. - definitions & how to see them. 2. Organization Principles- How elements are
arranged and how this effects the concept. 3. Style- Relation to other groups of work and formulas for design. 4. Technique- How methods
and materials are used to impact the concept. 5. Concept- What this piece about. What major themes and elements were used. Assessment
techniques in each section of Art Savvy will train your eye to always see these 5 aspects of any artwork. It is not attempting judgments of
relevance, philosophy, spiritual meanings and other ethereal aspects that a work may convey. This text poses the question: "What is the
basic concept here?" but sticks to pure analysis and leaves all judgment to you and the experts. This field guide is a mini textbook on design
principles that will let you understand art!
Unrivaled treasury of art from the 1500s through the 1900s includes drawings by Goya, Hogarth, Dürer, Morris, Doré, Beardsley, others.
Hundreds of illustrations, brief introductions. Ideal as reference and browsing book.
The most student-friendly, contextual, and inclusive survey is now personalized, digital, and mobile for today's students. Art History 5th
edition continues to balance formal analysis with contextual art history in order to engage a diverse student audience. Authors Marilyn
Stokstad and Michael Cothren- both scholars as well as teachers- share a common vision that survey courses should be filled with as much
enjoyment as learning, and that they should foster an enthusiastic, as well as an educated, public for the visual arts. This revision is the
strongest and most comprehensive learning program for measuring student progress and improving student success in attaining the
outcomes and goals of the art history survey course. Not only does the text address four overarching goals of the survey course, the new
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MyArtsLab further develops and reinforces these outcomes and skills with market-leading learning tools such as personalized study plans for
each student and multimedia assets geared towards addressing different learning styles and abilities, such as chapter audio, student videos,
Closer Looks, architectural panoramas and much more. The end result is a complete learning program designed to increase students'
success with a personalized, digital and a highly mobile learning experience. A better teaching and learning experience This program will
provide a better teaching and learning experience--for you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning -- MyArtsLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructors gauge individual and class performance. Go
Digital - Pearson Custom eText provides instructors and students with a whole new online customizable learning experience. Go Mobile -
Make learning easy and convenient with our on-the-go eTexts and key learning applications. Improve Critical Thinking - Key Learning
Outcomes encourage students to think critically about visual arts as part of the larger world. Engage Students - Updated scholarship,
MyArtsLab, and the readability of the text provide a wonderful engaging student experience. Support Instructors - With a wealth of online
resources, instructors have videos, images, and teaching support materials to create a dynamic, engaging course. This Book a la Carte
Edition is an unbound, three-hole punched, loose-leaf version of the textbook and provides students the opportunity to personalized their
book by incorporating their own notes and taking the portion of the book they need to class - all at a fraction of the bound book price.
"A pioneering work in the field of art history, The Image of the Black in Western Art is a comprehensive series of ten books which offers a
lavishly illustrated history of the representations of people of African descent from antiquity to the present. Each book includes a series of
essays by some of the most distinguished names in art history. Ranging from images of Pharaohs created by unknown hands almost 3,500
years ago to the works of the great masters of European and American art such as Bosch, Dürer, Mantegna, Rembrandt, Rubens, Watteau,
Hogarth, Copley, and Goya to stunning new media creations by contemporary black artists, these books are generously illustrated with
beautiful, moving, and often little-known images of black people. Black figures-queens and slaves, saints and soldiers, priests and prisoners,
dancers and athletes, children and gods-are central to the visual imagination of Western civilization. Written in accessible language, the
extensive and insightful commentaries on the illustrations by distinguished art historians make this series invaluable for the general reader
and the specialist alike."--Résumé de l'éditeur.
A highly detailed teaching method that continues and extends the instrumental principles of Vol. 1 in this tutor series. It takes the student from
approximately a 2nd to 5th grade standard.
The most student-friendly, contextual, and inclusive survey is now personalized, digital, and mobile for today's students. Art History 5th
edition continues to balance formal analysis with contextual art history in order to engage a diverse student audience. Authors Marilyn
Stokstad and Michael Cothren- both scholars as well as teachers- share a common vision that survey courses should be filled with as much
enjoyment as learning, and that they should foster an enthusiastic, as well as an educated, public for the visual arts. This revision is the
strongest and most comprehensive learning program for measuring student progress and improving student success in attaining the
outcomes and goals of the art history survey course. Not only does the text address four overarching goals of the survey course, the new
MyArtsLab further develops and reinforces these outcomes and skills with market-leading learning tools such as personalized study plans for
each student and multimedia assets geared towards addressing different learning styles and abilities, such as chapter audio, student videos,
Closer Looks, architectural panoramas and much more. The end result is a complete learning program designed to increase students'
success with a personalized, digital and a highly mobile learning experience. A better teaching and learning experience This program will
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provide a better teaching and learning experience–for you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning – MyArtsLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructors gauge individual and class performance. Go
Digital — Pearson Custom eText provides instructors and students with a whole new online customizable learning experience. Go Mobile —
Make learning easy and convenient with our on-the-go eTexts and key learning applications. Improve Critical Thinking — Key Learning
Outcomes encourage students to think critically about visual arts as part of the larger world. Engage Students — Updated scholarship,
MyArtsLab, and the readability of the text provide a wonderful engaging student experience. Support Instructors — With a wealth of online
resources, instructors have videos, images, and teaching support materials to create a dynamic, engaging course. This Book a la Carte
Edition is an unbound, three-hole punched, loose-leaf version of the textbook and provides students the opportunity to personalized their
book by incorporating their own notes and taking the portion of the book they need to class — all at a fraction of the bound book price.
Author and award-winning scholar-professor Fred Kleiner continues to set the standard for art history textbooks,
combining impeccable and authoritative scholarship with an engaging approach that discusses the most significant
artworks and monuments in their full historical and cultural contexts. The most widely read and respected history of art
and architecture in the English language for over 85 years, the 15th edition of GARDNER'S ART THROUGH THE AGES:
A GLOBAL HISTORY, VOLUME I includes nearly 200 new images, new pedagogical box features, images that have
been upgraded for clarity and color-fidelity, revised and improved maps and architectural reconstructions, and more.
More than 40 reviewers -- both generalists and specialists -- contributed to the accuracy and readability of this edition.
GARDNER's has built its stellar reputation on up-to-date and extensive scholarship, reproductions of unsurpassed
quality, the consistent voice of a single storyteller, and more online resources and help for students and instructors than
any other art survey text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
An authoritative social history of American art, thoroughly revised to meet classroom needs
This volume covers the properties and identification of the historical manufacture and chemical structure of carbon, cobalt
blue, asphalt, iron oxide and arylide yellow pigments.
The most student-friendly, contextual, and inclusive survey is now personalized, digital, and mobile for today's students.
Art History 5th edition continues to balance formal analysis with contextual art history in order to engage a diverse
student audience. Authors Marilyn Stokstad and Michael Cothren- both scholars as well as teachers- share a common
vision that survey courses should be filled with as much enjoyment as learning, and that they should foster an
enthusiastic, as well as an educated, public for the visual arts. This revision is the strongest and most comprehensive
learning program for measuring student progress and improving student success in attaining the outcomes and goals of
the art history survey course. Not only does the text address four overarching goals of the survey course, the new
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MyArtsLab further develops and reinforces these outcomes and skills with market-leading learning tools such as
personalized study plans for each student and multimedia assets geared towards addressing different learning styles and
abilities, such as chapter audio, student videos, Closer Looks, architectural panoramas and much more. The end result is
a complete learning program designed to increase students' success with a personalized, digital and a highly mobile
learning experience. A better teaching and learning experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning
experience–for you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning – MyArtsLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructors gauge individual and class performance. Go
Digital — Pearson Custom eText provides instructors and students with a whole new online customizable learning
experience. Go Mobile — Make learning easy and convenient with our on-the-go eTexts and key learning applications.
Improve Critical Thinking — Key Learning Outcomes encourage students to think critically about visual arts as part of the
larger world. Engage Students — Updated scholarship, MyArtsLab, and the readability of the text provide a wonderful
engaging student experience. Support Instructors — With a wealth of online resources, instructors have videos, images,
and teaching support materials to create a dynamic, engaging course. NOTE: MyArtsLab does not come automatically
packaged with this text. If you want just Art History Volume 1 with MyArtsLab order the ISBN below: 0205955509 /
9780205955503 Art History, Volume 1 Plus NEW MyArtsLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0205206565 / 9780205206568 NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205873480 /
9780205873487 Art History Volume 1 If you want the complete Art History with MyArtsLab order the ISBN below:
0205949487 / 9780205949489 Art History Plus NEW MyArtsLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists
of: 0205206565 / 9780205206568 NEW MyArtsLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 0205873472 /
9780205873470 Art History
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. For two-semester courses in Art History, Global Art History, and for
Introductory Art courses taught from a historical perspective. ART HISTORY provides students with the most student-
friendly, contextual, and inclusive art history survey text on the market. These hallmarks make ART HISTORY the choice
for instructors who seek to actively engage their students in the study of art. This new edition of ART HISTORY is the
result of a happy and productive collaboration between two scholar-teachers (Marilyn Stokstad and Michael Cothren)
who share a common vision that survey courses on the history of art should be filled with as much enjoyment as
erudition, and that they should foster an enthusiastic, as well as an educated, public for the visual arts. Like its
predecessors, this new edition seeks to balance formal and iconographic analysis with contextual art history in order to
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craft interpretations that will engage a diverse student population. Throughout the text, the visual arts are treated as part
of a larger world, in which geography, politics, religion, economics, philosophy, social life, and the other fine arts are
related components of a vibrant and cultural landscape. Please visit www.pearsonhighered.com/stokstad4e more
information and to view a video from author, Marilyn Stokstad, to see a chapter from the book and an online demo of the
Prentice Hall Digital Art Library.
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